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This text provides thorough coverage of implementation, migration and  management issues for Exchange 2000 and 2003, all backed up by best practices  developed by HP, Microsoft’s only world-wide Prime Integrator for Exchange.

The new edition features key updates based on practical experience of working  with Exchange 2000 since its release in 2000, including all of the service packs  issued since, plus a detailed description of the new functionality included in  Exchange 2003 and Outlook 2003.
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The Rough Guide to Brussels 4 (Rough Guide Travel Guides)Rough Guides, 2009

	The Rough Guide to Brussels is the ultimate companion to the beer-guzzling capital of Belgium. The full-colour introduction gives an inspiring insight into many of the city''s highlights, from the top museums to Brussel’s handsome Art Nouveau buildings. There are two new full-colour sections on the nation’s twin passions,...
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Creating Research and Scientific Documents Using Microsoft WordMicrosoft Press, 2013

	Research fuels innovation--and with this focused guide to Microsoft Word, you can help increase your team's collaborative power and effectiveness, and bring new research to life. Writing proposals, reports, journal articles, theses, and other technical documents as a team poses unique challenges, not the least of which is consistent...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2012 with HadoopPackt Publishing, 2013

	With the explosion of data, the open source Apache Hadoop ecosystem is gaining traction, thanks to its huge ecosystem that has arisen around the core functionalities of its distributed file system (HDFS) and Map Reduce. As of today, being able to have SQL Server talking to Hadoop has become increasingly important because the two are indeed...
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Human Motion: Understanding, Modelling, Capture, and Animation (Computational Imaging and Vision)Springer, 2007
The study of human motion dates back more than 2000 years. With the event of information technology, new areas have been added to this field. Research using computer vision and computer graphics contributes to a transformation of biomechanics into a discipline that now applies computing technology throughout; on the other hand, computer vision and...
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Utilizing Open Source Tools for Online Teaching and Learning: Applying Linux TechnologiesInformation Science Publishing, 2009
It is necessary for online teaching designers and developers to understand the roles played by open source products in developing and supporting an online learning system.
  Utilizing Open Source Tools for Online Teaching and Learning: Applying Linux Technologies covers strategies on using and evaluating open source products...
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C: The Complete Reference, 4th Ed.McGraw-Hill, 2000

	The Ultimate Resource on C—Thoroughly Updated for the New C Standard.


	A new ANSI/ISO standard for C, called C99, has been recently adopted and Herb Schildt, the world's leading programming author, has updated and expanded his best-selling reference on C to cover it. Whether you are a beginning C programmer or a seasoned...
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